
 
 

First, we must look at why puppies bite – what is its function for the pup? 
 
Puppies play bite in order to expend energy and learn skills to be an adult which 
includes learning to control how hard they bite. This is a lesson essential for 
communication in their future lives, since between dogs, biting is a communication 
tool as well as the obvious eating one. The more a puppy bites and receives 
education as a result, the safer his adult jaws should be.  
 
Puppies who live with adult dogs, play bite people less (as the essential behaviour 
will naturally direct towards adult dogs). If there are no other dogs around, the 
behaviour will redirect to people. Puppies often play-bite some family members more 
than others. It is thought that this is because they see those people as the main 
carer (and educator) or the main playmate, because their dam and siblings are no 
longer around. 
 

Managing Play Biting 
 

Management is the first tool to use in all sorts of dog education to prevent a dog 
learning the wrong thing and maximising the chances of success. These are the key 
management tools for play-biting: 
 

1. Does the puppy have enough opportunity to play with and be educated by 
other dogs of all ages and breeds? This is vital for education and exercise. 
 

2. Is the puppy getting enough physical exercise? This does NOT mean long 
walks as this will over-tire the puppy and cause more biting and it will damage 
their soft, growing skeleton. Short interesting walks (or being carried when not 
fully vaccinated) in a wide variety of places, with interesting smells, sights and 
sounds will provide great stimulation. 

 
3. Is the puppy getting enough mental stimulation through exploration of the 

world, new experiences, active training and play as follows? 
 

4. Is the puppy being actively taught to use a variety of toys? 

• Chews and chew toys for easing teething pain and to provide lifelong 
self-soothing 

• Interactive toys, stuffed Kongs, puzzle toys the list is endless, but these 
provide alternate ways to feed and entertain puppies at the same time. 

• Tuggy toys for fun, exercise, and training, with people. 

• Chase games with fetch toys, large rolling ball toys 



• Are you interacting with the puppy in lots and lots of ‘legal’ ways? The 
more time you spend training the puppy to enjoy lots of legal play, the 
less need and time there will be for ‘illegal’ play. 

 
Remember – DO NOT offer other play in direct response to play-biting. We do 
not want a puppy to learn “I bite that person in order to get playtime”. 
 

 
 

Teaching bite-inhibition 
 
The aim is to provide your puppy with an education regarding the consequences of 
differing degrees of bite. Your puppy needs to learn: 
 

Teeth on human skin = play stops/human goes away 
Teeth on toys/no teeth = play continues 

 

• Start by eliminating the hardest play-biting, so when your puppy bites too 
hard, make a noise to show it hurt (do not shout) and remove all attention 
immediately and decisively. Walk away, shut the door, stand up – whatever it 
takes to remove the attention, so it quickly and decisively. 
 

• There is no need for chastisement or physical punishment, this will just upset 
and confuse a puppy who is just playing in the only way he knows how. Just 
remove yourself from the puppy, including eye contact. 
 

• Remove yourself from the puppy for 10-20 seconds – not long enough for him 
to get into something else or any learning will be lost. 

 

• Return to the puppy, re-engage in play and repeat. 
 

 

• When your puppy learns to stop biting at the painful level, work on the next 
level in the same way – even if it does not hurt much. Work all the way 
through the biting in this way. 
 

Examples 
 

1. You go into the garden and the puppy runs over and sinks his teeth into your 
ankles: 
 
Go straight back indoors, even if puppy is still attached, then carefully and 
quickly remove puppy, and close the door between you.  
 
This works even better if you have glass doors as puppy can see you, with 
your arms folded and back turned. Go back out and try again and again. Five 
‘lessons’ of “Biting makes my person go away” is enough in one session.  
 
 



Consider:  
 
Do you teach your puppy what you will play, as well as what you will not?  
 
If you need to hang the washing out, could you play tug and football first, then 
occupy the puppy with a stuffed Kong or favourite chew before they think 
about attacking your ankles?  
 
If your puppy does not run over and bite your ankles when you go outside, do 
you reward that with a game?  
 
Are you teaching your puppy what they can do as well as what they cannot 
do? 
 

2. Puppy makes a beeline for your eldest son’s feet every morning, he yells and 
complains about the puppy, then picks up a toy and starts playing with the 
puppy or starts play-fighting with her.  
 

3. What has the puppy learned? 
 

Instead, your son needs to wear something on his feet, so he doesn’t yell in 
pain. Then he needs to turn around as soon as the teeth touch the slippers 
and retreat, putting a closed door between him and the puppy for a few 
seconds.  
 
When puppy calms, repeat.  
 
Repeat every time puppy does this, even if cooking, eating, playing Xbox. 
Ensure your son plays with the puppy in legal ways too. 
 
 

 
 


